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MELT, the Models of Engaged Learning and Teaching, have been developed to enable students to understand and visualise their own approaches to learning. MELT also provides guidance for teachers in the design of scaffolded active learning, which enables teachers to amplify the signals about the skills students need in the inquiry strands throughout the IB.

Moreover, The MELT engages teachers by providing teachers with broad parameters which can be adapted to suit their understanding, context and purpose. This approach sees increased teacher and school ownership of the model that evolves for the individual school’s context.

During the first part of this interactive session John will work collaboratively with participants to work out the six facets of the MELT.

Next participants will consider MELT use in Primary Schools, Middle Years, and Senior Secondary, provoking thinking about the coherence of skill development from early childhood to employment or university.

Finally, there will be time to apply MELT on a fine-grained scale, such as an introductory lesson, up to a big-picture scale, such as use across the years of a school.

To gain the most from this session John strongly encourages school teams to attend this event.
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